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Abstract. Multiagent systems (MAS) can vary in several ways: by involving
different agents, distinct interaction patterns, various forms of agent organizations and environments. One promising approach to consider this variability in
MAS is the use of the concept of Multiagent System-Product Line (MAS-PL).
The idea is to implement a family of MAS that belong to the same domain, instead of a single MAS. However, there is still a lack of methodological support
to develop MAS-PL. This paper tackles this problem with a rigorous respect of
software product line principals. We propose an automated approach, the Meduse for MAS-PL, to generate families of MAS-PL methods that offer software
product line best practices integrated with existing MAS development approaches to support MAS-PL development. To illustrate, we present a case
study involving a family of MAS-PL methods that extends Gaia and Tropos.
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Introduction

Managing variability in Multiagent systems (MAS) has been identified during the last
years as one of the main issues within Agent-Oriented Software Engineering (AOSE)
[2][10][18][19]. Indeed, the intrinsic properties of MAS, such as modularity, make
them variability-rich systems. The notion of software variability is defined as the
ability of a software system to be changed, customized or configured for use in a par-

ticular context [25]. Therefore, AOSE approaches should consider this variability to
design and develop not only a single MAS, but families of systems at the same time.
More than twenty AOSE methods have been proposed by the MAS community to
support MAS development [6]. Each of them proposes a set of development activities
for analyzing, designing, and implementing the typical MAS components: agents,
environment, interaction, and organization [12]. Gaia [26] and Tropos [3] are among
the most popular AOSE methods. However, they only proposed to design and develop
a single MAS variant at time. Especially, they do not propose in their initial definition
any explicit activity to manage variability and develop families of systems rather than
a single system. One promising approach for tackling this limitation has been already
identified by the MAS community since the early 2000’s through the concept of Multiagent System-Product Line (MAS-PL) [10]. Instead of considering a single MAS,
MAS-PL aims to organize a family of multiagent systems according to their similarities (i.e., commonalities) and differences (i.e., variabilities) in order to build MAS
customized according to specific needs. MAS-PL reuses concepts proposed by Software Product Line Engineering (SPLE), which is a systematic approach for variability
management proposed by the Software Engineering community [1] [8].
Although already introduced into the AOSE community, there is still a lack of
methodological support to implement MAS-PL. As we will see in Section 2, among
the more than twenty AOSE methods, only few of them support the specificities of
MAS-PL, e.g. Gaia-PL[11], Peña et al [19], and Nunes et al.[18]. Nevertheless, in
these methods the proposed extensions are very light and do not cover all Software
Product Line activities. Moreover, they are tailored to develop MAS families in specific domains and may not be suited for MAS families in diverse domains.
This paper tackles the mentioned issues by proposing Meduse for MAS-PL, an
automated approach that provides steady methodological support for MAS-PL development by integrating SPLE best practices with several existing AOSE methods.
Indeed, this approach results from cooperation between AOSE and SPLE research
teams: we capitalize all knowledge on SPLE activities in a way that such activities
can be automatically incorporated into AOSE existing methods as a set of SPLE best
practices in order to develop MAS families in diverse domains. The proposed approach follows Method Engineering techniques [4][14] and is built upon the Meduse
framework [7]. To illustrate our approach we present a case study that shows how we
can provide MAS-PL methods that take into account SPLE best practices to extend
two popular AOSE methods, Gaia and Tropos.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents background and motivations.
Section 3 presents our approach for dealing with method extensions to develop MASPL. Section 4 illustrates such an approach using a case study. Finally, Section 5 concludes this work and discusses future work.

2

Background and Motivations

In this section we present some basic notions related to SPLE and MAS-PL methods that are essential for understanding the main aspects of our approach, as well as a
motivating example based on Tropos.

2.1

Multiagent System Product Line Methods

MAS-PL methods reuse concepts of SPLE for MAS families’ development. Before
discussing existing MAS-PL methods, we will briefly introduce the general SPLE
framework. Fig. 1 shows its four main activities - domain analysis, domain implementation, requirement analysis, and product derivation - organized in the Domain and
Application Engineering levels, as well as in the Problem and Solution spaces [1].

Fig. 1. Software Product Line Engineering general framework [1]

Domain analysis: This activity aims to define the scope of the problem to be tackled and explicitly specify commonality and variability between products that are
included in the product line. The results of domain analysis are usually documented
in a variability model. Several formalisms have been proposed to specify such a variability model. Among them, we distinguish Feature Model [16] and Decision Model
[23]. The former derives from the work on Feature Oriented Domain Analysis
(FODA) [16], while the latter has its roots on the Synthesis method [5] [23].
A feature consists of a distinctive user-visible characteristic of a software product
line, used to represent identifiable functional abstractions that shall be present in the
final product [16]. It usually encompasses commonalities and variabilities. A feature
model describes relationships between features, and formally specifies which feature
selections are valid. This is made by hierarchically organizing features in a tree,
where edges are used to represent parent-child relationships (see next section, Fig. 3).
These parent-child relationships could be of the following types: mandatory (the child
feature must be present in a product whenever its parent appears); optional (the child
feature may be present when its parent appears); alternative (exactly one child feature
must be present when the parent feature appears); or (at least one child feature must
be present whenever the parent feature appears). Moreover, a set of cross-branch constraints is used to indicate dependencies between features pertaining to different tree
branches. Finally, in order to establish their consistency feature models can be described through a set of propositional formulas. Thus, a Satisfiability (SAT) solver
tool can be used to determine the feature model consistency, i.e. if it will generate at
least one valid product, or whether a given product is valid.

Decision Model is another way of modelling variabilities. In this kind of models,
decisions describe the variabilities available in a product line, and specify the set of
choices during product derivation. Therefore, taking a decision involves analyzing
multiple options and then selecting those that better reflect the customers´ needs.
Domain Implementation: In this activity the commonalities and variabilities previously specified are developed as a set of reusable artifacts (also called assets) and
organized according to the specified variability model.
Among the domain implementation approaches we can cite Delta-oriented Programming [20][21], a compositional and modular approach to manage variability
based on modifications applied to a core product, which is transformed into another
variant of the product line by incrementally applying a set of delta modules that propose additions, removals, or alterations of elements. A condition is a propositional
constraint attached to every delta module through a when clause and it determines for
which features the specified modifications are to be carried out. Therefore, conditions
create the connection between the modifications prescribed in delta modules and the
features. A list of delta modules and attached conditions determines the modifications
required to implement different products of the product line, as well as the order in
which such modifications shall be applied. Indeed, such a list groups delta modules in
ordered partitions and partitions can be partially ordered, i.e., while the order of partitions is fixed, deltas in the same partition can be applied in any order. Finally, the core
product can be an empty product.
Requirement Analysis: During this activity needs of a specific customer are considered in order to select the required variabilities (e.g. feature selection), also called a
configuration [1]. Therefore, the variability model is instantiated according to the
customer requirements.
Product Derivation: Once we have a selection of the required variabilities representing customer needs, the product derivation activity aims to generate (or derive)
the product itself. As underlined by Apel et al. [1], depending on the implementation
approach this activity can be automated. For compositional approaches as Deltaoriented Programming, the idea is to use what is referred as composer to derive product variants.
Extending AOSE methods to support MAS-PL should consider the integration of
the different SPLE activities discussed above. As mentioned early, there are just a few
MAS-PL methods. Each of them extends particular AOSE method(s) to integrate
SPLE activities. However, this integration is often partial and it only concerns some
of the SPLE activities previously presented. For instance, Nunes et al. propose a Domain Engineering method to develop MAS-PL that uses PLUS [13] as the SPLE approach, and PASSI [9] combined with MAS-ML [22] as AOSE method.
Peña et. al. propose the use of MaCMAS [19] and UML to define the core architecture of a MAS-PL. Their method only considers the Domain Engineering level and
it adopts MaCMAS models in several levels of abstraction to guide the building of the
MAS-PL variability model. In the same way as Nunes and colleagues, Pena and colleagues' approach results into a single MAS-PL, instead of a family one. Dehlinger
and Lutz [10] [11] propose an approach that combines SPLE techniques and Gaia.
The method is called Gaia-PL and it is devoted to the Domain Engineering level of a

software product line. Their goal was reusing requirements specifications and a heuristic is provided to guide the building of the feature model. Nevertheless, the proposed MAS-PL approaches may not support different application domains than the
ones presented as running example.
2.2

Motivating Example

We consider the Tropos method as a running example to discuss the current methodological limitations in the MAS-PL development: MAS-PL methods propose a partial
integration of SPLE activities with particular AOSE methods.
Tropos offers a set of development phases to deal with requirements gathering as
well as to analyze, design, and code two MAS components: agents and interaction.
Fig. 2 depicts the five subsequent phases of Tropos, from requirement to implementation phases. We follow the standard notations of the Software and System Process
Engineering Meta-model (SPEM) [17], which is the de facto standard for representing
development methods [15].

Fig. 2. The Tropos phases using the SPEM notations.

As initially proposed, Tropos only considers the phases that are related to the development of a single MAS without any methodological support for MAS-PL development. To be suitable for MAS-PL development, the original phases of Tropos (see
Fig. 2) should be extended by integrating the SPLE activities. For instance, we need
to add the domain analysis phase to specify variability. In addition, we also need to
include activities that are related to domain implementation and product derivation.
Many interesting issues can be considered in this context:
• How can we integrate the different SPLE activities with the Tropos method of Fig. 2, concerning both MAS-PL domain and application engineering levels?
• How can we provide MAS-PL methods based on Tropos for developing
MAS families in diverse domains?
• As early discussed in Section 2.1, there are two kinds of formalisms to
specify the variability model during SPLE domain analysis: Feature Mod-

el and Decision Model. Then, how can we manage these different integration possibilities into Tropos?
• How can we automatically generate a new MAS-PL method based on
Tropos and SPLE best practices according to project needs?
The next section presents how our approach deals with these issues. As we will
show, Meduse for MAS-PL can automatically generate variants of MAS-PL method
based on Tropos, as well as based on other AOSE methods like Gaia or PASSI.
Moreover, it offers a set of activities based on SPLE best practices that are ready to be
fully integrated with these AOSE methods. Finally, our approach provides MAS-PL
methods for developing MAS families in diverse domains.

3

From MAS Methods to MAS-PL Methods with Meduse

In this section we present the Meduse for MAS-PL approach. In few words, it is an
automated approach to generate methods for developing MAS-Product Lines that
provides a steady methodological support following SPLE best practices. Besides, it
promotes the reuse of existing AOSE methods, by extending them to explicitly support MAS-PL development according to project needs. Finally, to speed up this extension Meduse for MAS-PL capitalizes all knowledge on SPLE activities proposed
in [1], providing SPLE best practices ready to be used for MAS development.
To achieve such a goal our approach takes advantage of Method Engineering techniques. Moreover, it is based on the Meduse framework, which itself adopts SPLE
techniques. Therefore, Meduse for MAS-PL uses SPLE principles in two levels. First,
SPLE techniques are used in a meta-level fashion to generate method variants to develop MAS-PL. Second, these method variants are used to develop MAS product
lines and then to generate MAS applications, i.e. product variants. Since our approach
is based on the Meduse framework, we start presenting it.
3.1

Meduse in a nutshell

Meduse Framework is a general approach to generate software development methods.
Meduse adopts SPLE techniques to manage method variability, as well as to automatically derive method variants. Moreover, it adopts Method Engineering principles to
manage reusable method artifacts, so-called method fragments, which consist of
standardized building blocks based on a coherent part of method [14]. Method variants are built upon these fragments.
Fig. 3 presents the big picture of the Meduse framework, showing from the method
domain analysis to the final method variant, which is automatically generated according to project needs. First, Meduse proposes to represent method domain knowledge
in terms of similarities and differences among variants of a same method family by
means of a feature model.
Second, during method domain implementation these method´s commonalities and
variabilities are developed as a set of method fragments, and organized according to
the feature model. In order to do that Meduse proposes reusable method fragments

together with a compositional approach based on Delta-oriented programming (see
Section 2). Thus, method derivation relies on the application of delta modules over an
empty method: the modification proposed by a delta module consists of the additions
and/or removals of reusable method fragments from the method variant. Therefore,
one can define the partially-ordered sequence in which method fragments will appear
in the method variant, since delta modules are grouped in fixed-ordered partitions,
and modules in the same partition can be applied in any order.
Third, method variants are specified through a method configuration, which consists of a set of features selected according to project needs. Finally, Meduse proposes
a tool – the Meduse Composer - that automatically derives the specified method variant: it takes the empty method as starting point of the work breakdown structure and
incrementally adds or removes method fragments according to the modifications
specified in the delta modules connected with the selected features through attached
conditions. Fig. 3 depicts the final method variant automatically generated by the
Method Variant Derivation activity.

Fig. 3. A big picture of Meduse framework

3.2

Managing MAS-PL Method Family with Meduse

After introducing the Meduse framework we present the Meduse for MAS-PL approach in details.
Fig. 4 illustrates how we can implement a family of MAS-PL methods and automatically generate method variants. As previously mentioned, our approach applies
SPLE principles in two levels: to develop a family of MAS-PL methods and then to
develop MAS product lines themselves. First, a method family for MAS-PL is specified in terms of commonalities and variabilities among methods. Second, method
family implementation is speeded up with a set of reusable method fragments offered
by the Meduse for MAS-PL approach. Such fragments concern SPLE best practices
and are ready to be integrated to AOSE methods. Third, a particular method for developing MAS product lines is configured over the method´s commonalities and vari-

abilities available in the method family, and then this final method is automatically
generated and used to support the development of MAS product lines.

Fig. 4. Generating method variants for developing MAS product lines

Specifying commonalities and variabilities for a family of MAS-PL Methods
MAS-PL method variants are generated through method families where the MASPL methodological knowledge is represented as method commonalities and variabilities by means of a feature model. Thus, on one hand features represent the various
AOSE methods that may be extended, like Tropos, Gaia, or PASSI. On the other
hand, features represent a large set of SPLE activities and related techniques that may
be chosen as best practices to develop MAS-PL. Examples of such activities are those
described by the general SPLE framework proposed in [1] (see Section 2). One of the
main advantages of using feature models to specify a MAS-PL method family is that
we can use SAT solver tools to determine whether such a feature model is consistent,
i.e. if at least one valid method configuration exists, and whether or not a given configuration is valid. Therefore, a valid MAS-PL method variant is guaranteed.
Reusing/Building & Organizing Method Fragments for MAS-PL method family
The first step of the MAS-PL Domain Implementation consists of reusing and/or
building a set of method fragments that implements the commonalities and variabilities encompassed by a family of MAS-PL methods. In order to speed up this implementation, we have capitalized all knowledge on SPLE activities proposed in [1] as a
set of reusable method fragments. Therefore, Meduse for MAS-PL offers several
reusable fragments that provide detailed guidance to develop MAS-PL based on

SPLE best practices. These fragments were sourced from FODA, Synthesis, and the
Apel et al. approach, and are ready to be integrated to existing AOSE methods. For
instance, some of these reusable fragments deal with feature and decision models,
while others deal with the analysis of a particular MAS application over a MAS product line, and the generation of the final code of this MAS application. All of these
method fragments encompass fine-grained elements, like tasks, work products, and
roles. Fig. 5 illustrates four of them: Define MAS-PL Decision Model, Define MASPL Feature Model, Perform MAS Application Requirement Analysis, and Generate
MAS Product Code. For instance, the first is sourced from Synthesis and encompasses two tasks: Define Domain Scope and Define Decision Model. Such tasks are
performed by the System Analyst role and produce Domain Definition and Decision
Model as work products, respectively.

Fig. 5. Example of four method fragments provided by Meduse for MAS-PL

On the other hand, fragments related to AOSE may be provided by existing method
fragment´s libraries, like the Medee framework [6] that offers more than a hundred
fragments sourced from popular AOSE methods. Moreover, method fragments may
be also built from scratch whenever the method domain analysis identifies a new feature not yet implemented as reusable asset, related both to AOSE or SPLE.
The second step of the MAS-PL Domain Implementation consists of specifying
delta modules that describe the modification to be applied to a method variant by
incrementally adding or removing method fragments. These delta modules are then
associated with the conditions in which they should be applied. As explained in Section 2, these conditions create the connection between the modifications prescribed in
delta modules and the feature model. Finally, delta modules are put together in an
ordered list and then are ready to be applied during the generation of a particular

MAS-PL method variant. Nevertheless, before such a generation we have to configure
this method.
Configuring a Particular MAS-PL Method
To configure a particular MAS-PL method we should analyze the the project at
hand needs and express them through a selection of the AOSE and SPLE development activities among those provided by the MAS-PL method family. In order to
result in a valid method configuration such a selection must take into account the
relationships specified in the feature model. As previously explained, Meduse for
MAS-PL proposes the use of SAT solver tools to determine whether a given configuration is valid.
For instance, we may select Tropos as the AOSE method to be extended by integrating SPLE activities to guide the analysis, design, and implementation of a MAS
product line concerning the development of several agents, their roles and interactions. Moreover, these SPLE activities may also guide the requirement analysis and
derivation of the final MAS application.
Generating a MAS-PL Method Variant
Finally, the final MAS-PL method is automatically generated by the Meduse Composer and can be used to support the development of MAS product lines.
The following steps are performed by the Meduse Composer tool. First, it finds all
delta modules that shall be applied to the MAS-PL method variant, i.e., those delta
modules attached to a condition evaluated to true for the configuration. For instance, a
condition defined as the propositional formula Tropos and Decision Model is evaluated to true whenever a method configuration includes these two features, and therefore
all delta modules attached to this condition are taken into account during method derivation. Second, that tool generates an empty MAS-PL method variant and then adds
and/or removes reusable method fragments from that variant according to the modification proposed by the selected delta modules, always respecting the order defined by
the list of modules.
We have developed a prototype implementation of Meduse for MAS-PL, in which
we adopted FeatureIDE [24] as tool to specify the feature model and to create method
configurations, as well as SPEM and Eclipse Process Framework (EPF)1 to manage
method fragments, delta modules, and the derived method variants. Interested readers
may access the Meduse for MAS-PL website2 to see available reusable method fragments sourced from several SPLE approaches, and method variants for MAS-PL development automatically derived during the case study presented in the next section.

1
2

https://eclipse.org/epf/
https://pages.lip6.fr/Tewfik.Ziadi/EMAS17/

4

Creating MAS-PL Method Family: a Case Study

In this section we present a case study that shows how we can use our approach to
extend two AOSE methods - Gaia and Tropos - to support MAS-PL development
following SPLE best practices. It consists of creating a MAS-PL method family and
then deriving several method variants.
The scope of this method family is defined as follows. It aims at providing methods to develop MAS product lines based on Gaia or Tropos. Moreover, such method
family would offer two techniques for modeling MAS variabilities - feature model
and decision model - as well as it would deal with the development of four MAS
components: Agent, Environment, Interaction, and Organization. Finally, this method
family would involve both Domain and Application Engineering levels to provide a
full SPLE development cycle: from MAS-PL Domain Analysis to the MAS-PL Product Derivation. It should be noted that another scope definition, for instance involving
different MAS components or other AOSE methods, like PASSI, is also possible and
would give rise to a different MAS-PL method family.
The resulting feature model contains eighteen features, where eleven of them represent the similarities among the method variants pertaining to such a family, while
the remainder seven features represent how such method variants may vary. To implement the method family we reused a set of method fragments sourced from Gaia
and Tropos, as well as those provided by the Meduse for MAS-PL approach concerning FODA, Synthesis, and Apel et al. Finally, the Meduse Composer was used to
derive the twenty possible variants. The remainder of this section describes this case
study in detail.
4.1

Feature Model for a MAS-PL Method Family

As aforementioned, similarities and differences among the method variants of our
MAS-PL method family were specified through the feature model presented in Fig. 6.
This feature model is composed of eighteen features and one constraint (environment v
organization => Gaia). The root of that diagram is labelled with MAS_PL_Method to represent a MAS-PL development method. It has three mandatory child features: MASComponent, MASMethod, and SPLEngineering.

Fig. 6. A feature model diagram for a MAS-PL method family

MASComponent has two mandatory and two optional child features – Agent and
Interaction, Environment and Organization - respectively, because in this case study
we consider that a MAS-PL method must cover at least the development of agents
and their interaction, and may cover also environment and organization development.
Thanks to the unique constraint defined in this model, whenever a method variant
includes the features Environment or Organization it must include Gaia as
MASMethod, because Gaia deals with the development of the four MAS components,
while Tropos, the optional MAS-Method child feature, takes into account only the
development of Agent and Interaction.
Moreover, SPLEngineering has the two SPLE levels as child features: DomainEngineering and ApplicationEngineering. The former is a mandatory feature while the
latter is an optional one because in this case study we consider that a MAS-PL method
must propose at least the Domain Engineering level. The DomainEngineering feature
has three mandatory child features – Analysis, Design, Implementation – which correspond to the three domain development phases proposed by Apel et al. Additionally,
Analysis offers two alternative child features - FeatureModel and DecisionModel that represent the choice of SPLE techniques to model MAS variability. Therefore,
exactly one of these techniques must be present in a MAS-PL method variant.
Finally, whenever a MAS-PL method includes the ApplicationEngineering feature
it must include its two child features: ProductAnalysis and ProductDerivation. It
should be observed that such a feature model corresponds to the previously described
scope. A diverse scope would give rise to a different feature model.
4.2

Domain Implementation for a MAS-PL method family

While similarities and differences among the method variants of the MAS-PL method
family were specified through a feature model, we used reusable fragments and Deltaoriented programming to implement such features. Therefore, the implementation of
that MAS-PL method family comprised a set of reusable method fragments organized
in a list of delta modules. Method fragments were sourced from the two AOSE methods considered in our scope, Gaia and Tropos. Concerning SPLE approaches, we have
reused those reusable fragments provided by the Meduse for MAS-PL approach.
The rest of this section describes how we reused method fragments and implemented delta modules, starting with method fragments.
Method Fragments for MAS-PL Family
In order to deal with SPLE activities and techniques we reused ten of the set of fragments provided by Meduse for MAS-PL. These fragments were sourced from FODA
(for feature model), Synthesis (for decision model), and Apel et al. (for SPLE domain
and application activities). Besides, method fragments sourced from Gaia and Tropos
were provided by the Medee Framework: (i) six fragments sourced from Gaia were
used to guide the analysis and design of agents, environment, interaction, and organizations; (ii) five fragments sourced from Tropos were used to analyze and design

agents and interaction. Summing up, this case study involved twenty-one method
fragments.
Fig. 7 shows two examples of these method fragments, one sourced from Tropos
(Gather MAS-PL Requirement with Tropos) and other sourced from Synthesis (Define
MAS-PL Decision Model).

Fig. 7. Examples of two method fragments for a MAS-PL method family, sourced from Tropos
(left) and Synthesis (right).

Delta Modules for MAS-PL Method Family
A list of eleven delta modules were implemented to specify the modifications to be
applied during the derivation of MAS-PL method variants according to a given method configuration.
Fig. 8 (left) illustrates four of these delta modules, D-TroposFMAnalysis, DGaiaDMAnalysis, D-TroposDMAnalysis, and D-GaiaFMAnalysis, as well as the comprised method fragments of the first two delta modules. Note that two of these fragments correspond to those depicted in Fig. 7, namely Gather MAS-PL Requirement
with Tropos and Define MAS-PL Decision Model fragments.

Fig. 8. A partial representation of the List of Delta modules containing method fragments (left),
and the list of Delta modules and attached conditions (right)

Moreover, the list of delta modules determines the order in which such delta modules must be applied during method derivation (see Fig. 8 right). As explained before,
delta modules were attached to conditions which allow their connection with combi-

nations of features. For instance, a MAS-PL method variant would include the four
method fragments defined in the D-TroposFMAnalysis delta module whenever the
Tropos and FeatureModel features were selected to configure the MAS-PL method
variant.
Method Configuration and Derivation of MAS-PL Method Variants
After implementation, the MAS-PL method family is ready to give rise to method
variants according to a given method configuration. As shown in Table 1 (left), the
eighteen features proposed in this case study offered twenty possible MAS-PL method configurations, four of them based on Tropos and sixteen based on Gaia.
Table 1. MAS-PL Method Configurations and Derived MAS-PL method variants.
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*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Design

x
x

_
_
_
_

Implementation

x
x

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Decision Model

_
_
_
_

Analysis

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Feature Model

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Domain Engineer.

Configuration #
MAS Component
Agent
Environment
Interaction
Organization
MAS Method
Gaia
Tropos
SPL
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

MAS-PL Method Variants

Gaia-PL Variants

MAS-PL Features
F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 F10 F11 F12 F13 F14 F15 F16 F17 F18

num. of Selected Features

MAS-PL Method Configuration

I = Interaction E = Environment O = Organization

(x) optional selected featured

(-) optional disable feature

( ) optional unselected feature

For instance, Configuration 1 is among the smallest MAS-PL method configurations and encompasses eleven features: MAS component, Agent, Iteration, MAS
Method, Tropos, SPL Engineering, Domain Engineering, Analysis, Feature Model,
Design, Implementation. On the other hand, Configurations 19 and 20 encompass
sixteen features and therefore are among the largest ones. The remaining possible
configurations encompass sets ranging from twelve to fifteen features.
The derivation of a MAS-PL method variant consists of incrementally applying to
an empty method the modifications specified by the delta modules attached to valid

conditions in a given configuration. Such a derivation was automatically achieved by
the Meduse Composer as follows:
(i) Finding all delta modules that shall be applied to the MAS-PL method variant,
i.e. those modules attached to a condition evaluated to true for the given configuration. For example, for Configuration 1 the delta module D-TroposFMAnalysis (see
Fig. 8 right) shall be selected, since its attached condition (Tropos and FeatureModel)
is evaluated to true.
(ii) Generating the method variant by applying the modification proposed by the
selected delta modules respecting the order defined by the list of delta modules.
All the twenty MAS-PL method variants presented in Table 1 (right) have been derived and are available in the Meduse for MAS-PL website. Two of these method
variants are depicted in Fig. 9: Tropos-PL Variant 1 and Gaia-PL Variant 16. The
similarities among these variants are highlighted in red: the two method fragments
belonging to Domain Design phase and the entire Domain Implementation phase.

Fig. 9. Two MAS-PL method variants based on Tropos (left) and Gaia (right), highlighting in
red the common fragments among them.

Tropos-PL Variant 1 is among the smallest variants: it encompasses only the Domain
Engineering Iteration, which is composed of three phases and eleven activities. It
proposes modeling MAS-PL variabilities using a feature model during Domain Analysis Phase. Moreover, it deals with agent and interaction development during Domain
Design Phase. On the other hand, Gaia-PL Variant 16 is among the largest variants: it
covers both the Domain and Application Engineering Iterations and includes the four
MAS components, i.e. agent, environment, interaction, and organization. It proposes
modeling MAS-PL variabilities using a Decision Model, and encompasses five phases that, in their turn, are composed of sixteen activities.

It should be observed that our approach can generate several extensions for the
same AOSE method. For instance, the SPLE domain analysis may vary according to
the formalism adopted to specify the variability model: feature model or decision model. Therefore, Fig. 10 illustrates two Tropos based MAS-PL method variants generated
by our approach. In addition to the Tropos-PL Variant 1, we also generated the
Tropos-PL Variant 4 that uses the decision model instead of feature model and also
covers all activities of the SPLE application engineering level.

Fig. 10. Two MAS-PL method variants based on Tropos – the smallest (left) and the largest
(right) - highlighting in green the variability among them.
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Conclusion

This paper introduced Meduse for MAS-PL, an automated approach that aims at
providing steady methodological support for MAS-PL development. This approach
results from a close collaboration between MAS and SPLE researchers and applies
SPLE principles in two levels: to develop a family of MAS-PL methods and then to
develop MAS product lines.
Meduse for MAS-PL automatically generates methods for MAS-PL based on existing AOSE methods, by extending them to explicitly support MAS-PL development
according to project needs. Moreover, to speed up this extension Meduse for MAS-PL
capitalizes all knowledge on SPLE activities proposed in [1], providing SPLE best
practices ready to be used for MAS-PL development. Therefore, it promotes the reuse
of both AOSE methods and SPLE best practices. Indeed, and as illustrated by the
presented case study, our approach provides a set of reusable method fragments
sourced from several SPLE development approaches that are ready to be automatically incorporated to AOSE methods.

We validate our approach by the generation of twenty MAS-PL methods that extend Gaia and Tropos. However, its principals can be applied to all AOSE methods.
Some of the method variants generated during the case study were used by Master
students in the University Pierre et Marie Curie (Paris 6). Those students apply these
MAS-PL methods to support the development of teams to the multiagent contest3.
They consider the use of the proposed MAS-PL methods to generate several multiagent teams. This experience shows that the generated methods are promising. We plan
to propose to several groups of students another project and some criteria to measure
the quality of those methods.
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